
Sygic Camper Package



Ideal for motorhome owners: the Camper package with Sygic 

navigation and KENWOOD Multimedia Receiver.

For owners of motorhomes who have to take additional parameters such as 
clearance heights, maximum width or length of the vehicle into account when 
calculating the route, there has been practically no way to use a navigation 
app for motorhomes via the display of a Multimedia Receiver until now.  
Thanks to an exclusive edition of the Sygic app, all the advantages of these 
navigation functions with all Premium+ features, including route guidance 
optimized for motorhomes, can be used via Apple CarPlay or Android Auto with a KENWOOD Multimedia Receiver.

Always up to date, always safely to your destination!

The Sygic GPS navigation app with specific motorhome routing and direct 
connection to compatible KENWOOD Multimedia Receivers guides you 
safely and conveniently to your destination.

Navigation apps on smartphones are more popular than ever - you always 
have them with you on your mobile phone, the map material is regularly 
updated and the quality of the route guidance is in no way inferior to built-
in navigation systems. Especially in combination with an Apple CarPlay 
or Android Auto compatible KENWOOD Multimedia Receiver and the 

associated map display and control via the large touchscreen, navigation apps on the mobile phone are becoming an 
indispensable travel companion for motorhome drivers! All you need in addition to the KENWOOD Sygic bundle is a 
compatible iOS or Android smartphone on which the Sygic app is installed.  

The QR code makes it possible!

Our Sygic navigation bundles come with an individual QR code that allows 
you to use the full scope of the Sygic navigation app, including the special 
functions mentioned, for a period of 3 years. The licence is valid for up to three 
smartphones - so several users of a motorhome can use the Sygic app. All 
you have to do is download the version of Sygic GPS Navigation that is freely 
available in the app stores and activate the Premium+ version according to the 
instructions included in the device bundle - and you’re ready to go! 



Motorhome navigation via Apple CarPlay or Android Auto.

Finally it is possible to conveniently operate the Sygic app including all 
Premium+ benefits and the special motorhome routing via Apple CarPlay 
or Android Auto using a KENWOOD Multimedia Receivers! Although 
the navigation app is installed on the smartphone, the clear 3D offline 
maps are shown on the large display of the KENWOOD  Multimedia 
Receivers and are controlled via the touchscreen. The navigation 
announcements are faded into the audio source and played back via 
the loudspeakers in the vehicle. After installing and activating the app 
via the exclusive KENWOOD QR code, the one-off setup of the vehicle 
type, dimensions and properties is carried out on the smartphone. All 
functions of the Sygic GPS navigation app can then be used in full via 
the KENWOOD Multimedia Receivers . 

Many additional features with Premium+.

The version of the Sygic GPS navigation app with motorhome routing 
included in the KENWOOD bundle also offers all the additional 
functions of the Premium+ version of the Sygic GPS navigation app 
for a period of 3 years. In addition to the output via Apple CarPlay 
and Android Auto, this includes a detailed junction view and lane 
assistant for quick orientation when turning. The driving instructions 
can be output in different languages and with different voices. 
A mobile phone connection is required if you want to use individual 
functions such as real-time traffic information, fuel prices, warnings of 
mobile speed checks or car park information.
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PREMIUM+

No Internet? No problem! Thanks to offline maps!

The KENWOOD Multimedia Receivers with the exclusive motorhome version of the Sygic app 
navigates reliably even when you have no mobile phone signal. The detailed 3D map material 
can be saved directly on the smartphone and can therefore be used for navigation regardless 
of mobile phone reception. What’s more, you also save mobile data volume as you don’t have 
to constantly load map data while traveling. Simply save the required map material directly 
to your smartphone before traveling. You can download maps for 46 countries* throughout 
Europe. The map data is updated monthly so that you always have the latest map material 
available. From newly built roads and changes in traffic routing to current speed limits - you are 
always up to date so that you arrive safely.  
*Albania, Andorra, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Iceland, Italy, Croatia, Latvia, 
Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Macedonia, Moldova, Monaco, Montenegro, Netherlands, Norway, Austria, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, San Marino, Sweden, Switzerland, 
Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Czech Republic, Turkey, Hungary, United Kingdom incl. Ireland, Ukraine, Vatican City. 



Convenient navigation with points of interest.

You can use the POI search to find many interesting and useful destinations such as restaurants, 
petrol stations or places of interest. Detailed information on numerous POI’s allows you to include 
individual stops along the planned route. Of course, the POI database also contains thousands of 

campsites and car parks. The Sygic app also offers interfaces to many 
popular camper apps such as Park4Night or Car Park Radar. When 
searching for a parking space, the desired destination can be selected 
via a camper app and transferred to the Sygic GPS navigation app as 
a destination. When searching for a destination, it is of course also 
possible to enter GPS coordinates directly in the search bar.

Customised routes for you and your motorhome.

If you are traveling with your caravan or motorhome, routes need to be planned differently than 
with a normal car. With the 3-year licence for the Sygic GPS navigation app with motorhome 
routing included in the KENWOOD bundle, precisely these special requirements are taken into 
account in the route guidance according to the stored parameters 
for vehicle dimensions and total weight. For example, bridges that 
are too low or particularly narrow roads are avoided. Additional 
settings can also be made, for example to exclude toll roads or to 
display the altitude of the roads. You are also warned in good time 
of sharp curves, speed limits and changes in road conditions. 

Speed limits and speed cameras at a glance.

Sygic GPS Navigation always displays the current speed and 
the speed limit. Clear visual and acoustic warnings as well as 
thousands of mobile and stationary speed cameras prevent 
unpleasant surprises. The extensive speed camera database 
includes more than 60,000 fixed speed cameras, red light 
cameras and average speed cameras, as well as mobile 
speed cameras that are reported daily.
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Voice guidedAlways up to date thanks to online traffic information.

With precise real-time traffic information and up-to-date information on road 
closures, you are always up to date and on the ideal route. Navigate around traffic 
jams and other delays and adjust your route on the fly to avoid annoying waiting 
times. 
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Sygic GPS Navigation with Motorhome Routing app Features

Off-line 3D Maps with Monthly updates å
Internet connection is not necessary å
Android Auto and CarPlay connectivity å
Speed Limits å
Mobile Speed Cameras å
Dynamic Lane Assistant å
Real-time Traffic å
Sign Recognition å
Voice-guided Navigation å
Head-up Display å
Real-View Navigation å
Junction View å
Vehicle Models å
Fuel Prices å
Real-time Route Sharing å
Navigation optimized for your Vehicle Type, Size & Weight å
Avoid Low Bridges, Narrow Roads and other Hazards å
Thousands of Camping Places (POI’s) å
Motorhome Specific Speed Limits & Alerts å
Multi-stop Route Planning & Optimization å
Up to 3 devices can be signed in with the same account å



Sygic GPS Navigation with Motorhome Routing app.

With Sygic GPS Navigation with Motorhome Routing app you’re always on the right path. Avoid low bridges, narrow 
roads, steep hills, and other hazards and unpleasant situations. Just enter the vehicle height, weight, length, and the 
app will do the rest. The app will guide you safely to your destination even without an internet connection. Once 
connected with CarPlay or Android Auto, you can use the intuitive voice controlled interface and your KENWOOD's 
large touch screen and superior sound quality to control the app without looking down at your phone.

• The Sygic premium+ subscription "GPS Navigation with Motorhome Routing" is valid for 3 years 
and includes all Sygic features and live services.  
• Up to 3 devices can be signed in with the same account

Note:  
This app can only be added when purchasing a compatible KENWOOD multimedia system (see 
next page) via an Approved KENWOOD Dealer.



USB

Type-C

HDMI

Type-D

3 PRE-OUTS

5V

DMX8021DABCAMPER
7.0 inch HD-Display Digital Multimedia Receiver with                  
Digitalradio DAB+.

3 PRE-OUTS

2.5V

DMX7722DABCAMPER
7.0 inch HD-Display Digital Multimedia Receiver with  
Digitalradio DAB+.

2 PRE-OUTS + SW

2V

DMX5020DABCAMPER
6.8 inch WVGA-Display Digital Multimedia Receiver with  
Digitalradio DAB+.

3 PRE-OUTS

5V

DMX9720XDSCAMPER
10.1 inch HD-Display Digital Multimedia Receiver with  
Digitalradio DAB+.



All displays in this catalogue are simulated. The inches specifications for the monitors refer to the screen diagonal.

“Made for iPod,” and “Made for iPhone” mean that an electronic accessory has been designed to connect specifically to iPod, or iPhone, respectively, and has been certified by the developer to meet Apple performance 
standards. Apple is not responsible for ensuring that these items meet the appropriate safety and other standards.
The use of the Apple CarPlay logo means that the respective vehicle user interface fulfils the Apple performance standard. Apple is not responsible for the functionality with the vehicle or the compliance with 
corresponding safety or other standards. Please note that the use of this product with iPhone/iPod/iPad may affect the performance of the W-LAN transmission. 
Apple, iPad, iPhone, iPod, and iPod touch are trademarks of Apple Inc. registered in the U.S. and other countries. Apple CarPlay and Lightning are trademarks of Apple Inc.

Google Maps is a trademark of Google LLC.
Android Auto, Android, Google Play, Google and other logos are trademarks of Google LLC. 
The Wi-Fi CERTIFIED™ logo is a certification mark of the Wi-Fi Alliance®.
The Bluetooth word mark and associated logos are owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
The term HDMI and the HDMI High-Definition Multimedia Interface and the HDMI logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of HDMI Licensing LLC in the United States and other countries.
The “Hi-Res Audio” logo is a registered trademark of the Japan Audio Society.

Sygic and the Sygic logo are registered trademarks of Sygic a.s..

All other brand names, product names or logos are trademarks, registered trademarks or trade names of their respective owners.

JVCKENWOOD UK
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